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serves carefully, deduces accurately and remembers faith-
fully. The desert man knows every dune and ridge and fold
as the shepherd knows his individual sheep. From each one
to the next he will guide you unerringly until you come to the
desired objective, but from afar he may deceive you and
himself if you ask him to point out its bearing. He follows
the path dictated by his own memory and experience, while
the best guides can do as much on the mere description of a
fellow-expert, for in their science they all use the same terms
and symbols as men of learning do all the world over. Yet
outside their own sphere—this strange sand-sense of the
great desert—the Murra did not appear to be gifted with
great brains or quick perceptions. 'Ali, it is true, had gleams
of intelligence and flashes of curiosity about things beyond
his ken ; but Ibn Humaiyid, Suwid and Salim, all experts in
their own limited sphere, were far from quick in the uptake.
Salim, indeed, seemed at times to make vigorous efforts not
to understand anything that impinged on his senses from an
unaccustomed angle, and often I amused myself trying to
make him do so—generally with ultimate success if I could
get him alone and far from all possibility of appeal to Zayid
and others, who were only too willing to play the interpreter.
And it was always a treat to hear him chuckle aloud as the
light dawned on him. You are intelligent, he would say,
more intelligent than I am ; do you get me ?
The gusty, dusty north wind, which had greeted us at Bir
Fadhil and had dropped during the day, now got up again to
plague us through the night, nearly upsetting my tent and
sprinkling everything with sand. The minimum tempera-
ture during the past few nights had been 50°—at Maqainama
it had dropped to 41° on the last night—and at dawn, the
wind having dropped, it was pleasantly cool under a clear
sky.
We got off at 8 a.m. to march over a typical * desert' land-
scape of low rolling billows broken here and there by scat-
tered ranges of higher dunes like breakers on the swollen
bosom of an ocean. Patches of vegetation, dead these eight
years, varied the yellow monotony and occasionally we came
almost with a shock upon a thin line of fresh. Anddb grass,

